
 

 

 



About People Infinia 

 

 

India's most memorable AI based web-based commercial centre for Jobs 

We at People Infinia are fixated on the capacities of AI implanted into the human asset 

employing system. It is a calculation worked by a group of experienced HR Managers, 

Institutional Behaviour Analysts, Data Scientists and Programmers with 2 stage screening by 

space explicit recruiting trained professional and specialists all over India. 

The enrolment and employing capability across all businesses is getting perplexing and 

weakened with obsolete innovation that is tedious and one-sided mental choices frequently 

prompting a task and asset bungle. Our business objective is to work on the cycle and 

empower employing directors in organizations and scouts to make more brilliant information 

based, unprejudiced, AI helped search and match to make lives simpler for the two 

administrators and occupation candidates. 

Individuals AND OPPORTUNITES ARE EVERYWHERE, WE FIND and CONNECT 

BOTH 

Regardless of how huge the size of an association is, just a small bunch information of 

important ability is quickly open and, surprisingly, lesser part of qualified up-and-comers 

really go after the job. 

Organizations and spotters in the People Infinia organization of space particular experts all 

over India (counting level 2 and level 3 urban communities too) and AI based search 

calculations get an upper hand with quick admittance to new pool of exceptionally significant 

competitors whose information was before accessible just locally. 

We have an inhouse group to keep up with minds quality and classification of information. 



How it works? 

 

 

Intelligent search & match algorithm with Job Filters 

A total quest for new employment entryway with man-made reasoning to sort out the most 

ideal coordinate with competitors’ profiles. Applicant can channel their ideal positions by 

utilizing our brilliant channels. 

 

Enormous Talent Pool from each vertical. 

We have an enormous data set of gifts from each area and profiles from each vertical be it 

from metro urban communities or Tier 2 or Tier 3 urban communities. 

 

2 stage screening process 

Our competitors sort listing process depends on a 2 stage AI choice and inhouse specialist 

evaluating for better occupation coordinating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What we provide? 

 

 

1) Job Seeker: - Job offers to Job Seeker 

 

Freshers 

We provide job opportunities to the freshers, whether they are freshly graduate or currently 

pursuing any course. 

 

Professionals 

We also provide job opportunities to the professionals, looking for new jobs or is starting to 

work after a break. 

 

Institution 

We provide placement opportunities to the institutes out there who are looking for companies 

to hire their candidates. 

 

2) Campus Recruitment: - Helping the corporate to recruit from the 

campus. 

 

The companies can create their account in this section, post that they can search for the 

candidates they are looking for and Post Jobs. There is a subscription structure through which 

a company can purchase the data of the candidates. 

 



3) Corporate: - Creating a domain for the corporate to make 

recruitment easier for them. 

 

Here the companies can create their account and post jobs, those job are then viewed by the 

consultants which they can apply. It also contains features like Onboarding, Staffing and 

Performance Management System, which can support the organizations  

 

 

 

4) Consultants: - Providing a zone for the consultants and helping them 

to execute their tasks. 

 

Consultants can create an account in this section to help the freelancer find their required job. 

The job posted in the corporate are viewed in this section, from here the consultants can 

apply for the jobs on behalf of the freelancers. 

 

 



Our Other Services: - 

 

 

Permanent Recruitment: 

Fresh job openings in a range of industries are posted on our website daily. Whether you are 

an individual job seeker or a company in need of permanent specialists, we provide 

permanent recruitment services to everyone. 

 

Leadership Hiring: 

Leadership positions represent your firm; hence they have a direct impact on the image of 

your company. We match the appropriate candidates to the right jobs so that you may fully 

utilise their potential. 

 

Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO): 

Recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) happens when a firm outsources all or a portion of its 

permanent recruitment to an external contractor. We provide full-time recruiters with in-depth 

industry knowledge, which they use to locate hard-to-find candidates. 

 

Psychometric testing and counselling Service: 

Under this service, we examine a number of psychological qualities of a person, such as their talents, 

attitudes, intelligence, behaviour, preference, and personality traits. This will help you discover your 

hidden strengths and talents, allowing you to choose the ideal career path for you. 

 

 



Best Foot Forward:  

We are a business that specialises in assisting you in enhancing the quality and efficacy of your CV to 

better catch the attention of recruiters and hiring managers and ultimately acquire a job offer. 

 

Reference Check: 

We help Companies to check a person’s criminal record, educational qualifications, job history, and 

other past activities to ensure their legitimacy. 

 

Onboarding: 

The processes through which new employees are incorporated into the organization are 

referred to as "onboarding." It involves exercises that assist new employees in completing 

their initial new-hire orientation as well as learning about the organization's structure, culture, 

vision, mission, and values. 

 

Performance Management System: 

We help other companies to manage their employees and employee performance so that they 

can focus on their organizational goals. 

 

Staffing: 

Staffing refers to the ongoing process of identifying, selecting, evaluating, and developing a 

working relationship with current or prospective employees. The primary goal of staffing is 

to locate qualified candidates for various roles inside the company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our clients 

 

                

 

 

            

 

 

 

                       

 



 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

    

 



 

                        

 

 

           

 


